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Introduction 

Nursing, Shifted 

What [Peking Union Medical College Dean of Nursing] Miss [Vera] Nieh  
and her faculty have achieved during the war has shown the fnest quality  
of Chinese professional women. We all are very proud of them. 

– I.C. Yuan (China Medical Board), 1946 

In July 1943, nurses at the United Church of Canada West China Mission 
(WCM) in Chengdu, Sichuan, waited with nervous anticipation for the 
arrival of a new group of academic refugees at the campus of the West 
China Union University (WCUU), a Christian university run by four 
Protestant missions.1 The WCUU was already hosting four evacuated 
universities from Japanese-occupied areas of China. For the previous 
three years, WCM nurses had been working out of two makeshift hospi-
tals in Chengdu after the WCM Women’s Hospital was destroyed by fre, 
likely arson, in 1940.2 Plans had been made to build a new university 
hospital on the WCUU campus to replace the Women’s Hospital, now in 
ruins, but these plans were hampered by wartime conditions. Although 
Chengdu, in its isolation, had thus far not been occupied by the Japan-
ese, it had experienced the full impact of the Sino-Japanese War through 
six years of air raids, displacement, and war-related trauma. A combina-
tion of extreme infation and restricted transportation was causing a 
critical shortage of food, medical equipment, and supplies. There was 
also a shortage of nurses. Prior to the war, as many as sixteen Canadian 
missionary nurses were working in West China at any given time. In 1943, 
there were only four. Nor were there enough Chinese nurses at the mis-
sion; graduates of the Canadian nursing schools were quickly seconded 
by the government to help with the war efort.3 

3 
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The wartime nursing shortage impacted not only patient care and staf 
morale, but also the training of physicians. Since opening in 1914, the 
WCUU Medical College had always relied on the Canadian mission hos-
pitals for the clinical training of medical students. That is, despite the 
“union” nature of the WCUU, the medical, hospital, and nursing services 
in Chengdu were, in fact, almost entirely a Canadian enterprise, primar-
ily overseen and stafed by WCM missionaries. The WCM had ten mis-
sion stations in Sichuan, fve of which had hospitals with small nurses’ 
training schools. The main training school, called Renji, was closely af-
fliated with the WCUU in Chengdu, and had been run primarily out of 
the WCM Women’s Hospital. Canadian missionary nurses supervised 
the nursing services of the WCM hospitals and ran the associated nursing 
schools, while Chinese nursing students provided much of the day-to-
day patient care under the watchful eye of graduated (“graduate”) nurses. 
In other words, the WCUU Medical School was (indirectly but fully) reli-
ant on Chinese nursing students; WCUU medical students obtained their 
clinical (hands-on) training in hospitals that were stafed mainly by nurs-
ing students and their instructors. The shortage of nurses and medical 
training schools translated into a shortage of medical training. In brief, 
the WCUU was keen to see its nursing educational programs fourish. 

Up until this period, the WCM nursing schools, including Renji, 
ofered “low-grade” nursing programs – an approach to nursing educa-
tion common in China at the time. In “low-grade” schools, nursing stu-
dents were junior middle school graduates who received three years of 
apprenticeship-style training in the hospitals. In contrast, the Peking Union 
Medical College (PUMC) in Beijing, which was sponsored by the Rocke-
feller Foundation, ofered China’s only “high-grade” (collegiate) nurs-
ing program.4 At the PUMC, nursing students were senior high school 
graduates who had to meet university entrance requirements and com-
plete a year of university-level prerequisites before entering nursing 
school. Whereas WCM graduates received a nursing diploma, PUMC 
graduates received both a diploma and a baccalaureate degree. The 
PUMC approach to nursing education was trailblazing. It refected the 
Rockefeller Foundation’s aim to prepare nursing leaders, not simply rank-
and-fle nurses. Given this context, it is not surprising that, in July 1943, 
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the Woman’s Missionary Society (WMS) and WCUU in Chengdu were 
so eagerly awaiting the arrival of what would be its ffth refugee aca-
demic institution. It would now host the elite PUMC School of Nursing. 

One of the “most astonishing phenomena” in the War of Resistance 
against Japan was the mass migration involving thousands of students 
and hundreds of professors to West (“Free”) China.5 Although the mi-
gration started immediately after Japan invaded China in 1937, the PUMC 
remained in place in Beijing. In December 1941, the Japanese army used 
the pretext of America’s declaration of war after Pearl Harbor to take 
over the PUMC. Within months, its faculty and students were scattered 
around China, with many migrating to the safety of Free China, a dan-
gerous journey of 1,500 miles. The PUMC dean of nursing, Vera Nieh, 
and her brother set out for Free China in March 1943. Tragically, he was 
killed by Chinese soldiers along the way.6 After connecting with PUMC 
staf and alumnae in Chongqing, Vera Nieh agreed to take up the task to 
open the “refugee PUMC” School of Nursing on the WCUU campus. 

Nursing Shifts in Sichuan examines how wartime unsettled dominant 
Western views and missionary approaches to nursing education, specif-
ically through the evacuation of the PUMC from Beijing to the Canadian 
WCM. The refugee PUMC was hosted for three years by what it con-
sidered a “backwater” institution, during a time when most Canadians 
and Americans had either evacuated wartime China or were interned 
under the Japanese. This book details the story of the last sustained per-
iod of transnational relationships (and knowledge fows) between China, 
Canada, and the United States, as the Rockefellers, through the PUMC, 
aimed to develop a Chinese nursing elite. They succeeded to the point 
where PUMC alumnae held virtually all of the most important nursing 
positions in China during wartime, and even transformed Western nurs-
ing at the Canadian WCM, only to see all modern nursing programs in 
China shut down in 1951. That it would be thirty-fve years before these 
same alumnae brought modern nursing back to China, in the 1980s, is 
both a cautionary tale of the transient nature of transnational relations 
and a treatise on the resilience of educated women. 

Today, at a time of exponential (and some would say, unchecked and 
uncritical) increase in demands for transnational educational exchanges 
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between China and Canada,7 Nursing Shifts in Sichuan provides a timely, 
instructive, and fresh perspective on modern nursing as one of the most 
consequential additions to the Chinese health care landscape in the early 
twentieth century, and a liberating movement for Chinese women. Al-
though it is well-recognized that Protestant missionaries introduced mod-
ern nursing to China, and that the PUMC had an enduring efect on 
Chinese nursing leadership, scholarly emphasis has been on a one-way 
fow of knowledge: from West to East – from Americans and Canadians 
to the Chinese. Nursing Shifts in Sichuan charts a new path in Chinese 
nursing history, one that draws and examines linkages between nursing 
education at two distinct but infuential institutions, the PUMC and the 
WCUU. Seeking to understand the transition of modern nursing as Chi-
nese actors replaced Canadian and American ones at these two institu-
tions, this book traces multi-directional knowledge fows by following 
the geographic movements of and documented conversations by and 
about key individuals at these educational institutions. It takes special 
note of interpersonal conficts as markers of difering – and shifting – 
values, beliefs, and assumptions, especially about nursing practice and 
education. As a social history, Nursing Shifts in Sichuan ofers insight into 
how class, religion, gender, and nationality infuenced interactions be-
tween nurses and physicians, staf and administrators, missionaries and 
civil servants, and Americans, Canadians, and Chinese. And it provides 
a transnational frame that grants historical agency to both Western and 
Chinese nurses, examining, importantly, how Chinese nursing faculty at 
the PUMC infuenced Canadian nursing by inspiring the development of 
the frst baccalaureate program for nurses at the WCUU in 1946. Finally, 
it underscores how modern nursing, so ubiquitous across the globe to-
day (and still a primary avenue for women to access higher education), is 
a social construct with beginnings, evolutions, and endings. 

The History of Modern Nursing in China 

Missionaries are widely credited with introducing modern nursing to 
China. The missionary era (1935–52) was a time of unprecedented change 
in China. Characterized by war, political upheaval, and the introduction 
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of modern medicine in the country, this period reformulated the health 
care and educational landscape and the nature of women’s work in China.8 
One of the most visible changes was the establishment of modern hospi-
tals, centres of science, hygiene, and efciency whose mandate for round-
the-clock nursing care eventually became the raison d’être for nurses’ 
training schools in hospitals across China – and for foreign-trained nurses 
who could teach Florence Nightingale ’s methods.9 The term “modern 
nursing,” as used here, was a systematic, hospital-based system of care 
of the sick that encompassed nurses’ training and nursing practice under 
the same roof. Fashioned after the three-year apprenticeship training 
program for women developed by Nightingale in the late nineteenth 
century, modern nursing valued science and medical knowledge (even if 
it was unevenly applied). Modern nursing was closely associated with 
Western medicine. Until the understanding of nursing expanded in the 
1920s to include public health, modern nursing was a result of, and de-
pendent upon, the practice of Western medicine and the construction 
of Western hospitals, where most nursing education took place.10 

In this book, the term “medical missions” refers to the domain of 
medical doctors, whereas “missionary nursing” refers to the domain of 
nurses. This distinction is to ensure that the work of nurses is not in-
advertently subsumed into, or rendered invisible by, the work of phys-
icians. The history of nursing in China during the missionary era can 
be divided roughly into four stages: introduction, professionalization, 
nationalization, and fragmentation (see the summary in Table I.1).11 The 
frst stage, from 1884 to 1914, was characterized by the arrival of mis-
sionary nurses, whose primary aim was to assist missionary physicians in 
their work. The frst American missionary nurse, Elizabeth McKetchnie, 
arrived in Shanghai in 1884. The frst Canadian missionary nurse, Harriet 
Sutherland, arrived in Zhifu, Shandong, in 1888. Both came to China to 
support the work of missionary physicians – McKetchnie to help Dr. 
Elizabeth Reifsynder to open the Margaret Williamson Memorial Hos-
pital for Women and Children, Sutherland to help Dr. James Frazer 
Smith in the medical work being planned by the “Honan Seven” (Can-
ada’s frst group of missionaries to China, who worked in Henan, a 
remote, interior province). Nurses who trained in the late nineteenth 
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century were expected to be skilled at ventilating rooms, determining 
water potability, disinfecting “clothing, rooms and bodily discharges,” 
and sanitizing dwellings.12 Early missionary physicians were pragmatic 
in their acknowledgment of the need for missionary nurses, whose prac-
tical skills and gender proved useful in China: as Dr. Frazer Smith noted, 
missionary nurses (all women) could open the door to the care of female 
patients who would otherwise never consider coming to a dispensary or 
hospital to be cared for by a male physician. 

Although missionary nurses were an advantage to medical mission-
aries (i.e., physicians) seeking access to female patients, they were lim-
ited in the type of hands-on care they could provide themselves; Chinese 
social mores prevented women from giving physical care to male pa-
tients. When missionaries arrived in China, care of the sick was a family 
responsibility, and care could be performed only by a household member 
of the same gender as, and of lower status than, the patient.13 Work that 
involved caring for sick bodies was considered menial to the extreme, 
and there was little incentive for Chinese women to enter nursing pro-
grams. As C.T. Liu has noted, “it was always difcult for the Chinese 
to accord professional status to individuals who either performed menial 
duties, or touched the human body, as nurses invariably did.”14 In these 
early years, then, young men drawn from poorly educated classes pro-
vided physical care to male patients. Over the course of forty years 
(1888–1928), schools were opened in Fuzhou, Nanjing, Wuhan, Shanghai, 
Hangzhou, Guangzhou, Tianjin, Anjing, and Beijing.15 These were pre-
professional programs that ofered free room and board, and enrolled 
only a handful of students – mostly men from families favouring the 
missionary enterprise. Women in China were still uneducated and not 
expected to work in public places or care for anyone unrelated to them. 

The professionalization stage, from 1914 to 1927, included the growth 
of the Nurses Association of China (NAC) and the development of nurs-
ing as a standardized profession. The emphasis was on training Chinese 
nurses in hospital-based programs headed by missionaries. Two sig-
nifcant events in China in 1911 helped to generate an increased interest 
in science and Western medicine. First, the Qing Dynasty was over-
thrown and replaced by the Republic of China, with Dr. Sun Yat-sen as 
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TABLE I.1 Four stages of nursing history in China, 1884–1951 

Stage Years Characteristics Nursing milestones Key events 

Introduction 1884–1914 Missionary nurses assist 
missionary physicians; 
pre-professional nursing 
schools established for 
Chinese men 

Professionalization 1914–27 Emphasis on training 
Chinese nurses in hospital-
based programs headed  
by missionaries 

Nationalization 1927–37 Chinese nurse leaders step 
into administrative and 
teaching roles 

Fragmentation 1937–51 Japanese occupation and 
mass migration of univer-
sities and refugees to West 
(“Free”) China; internment 
of foreign nurses; Western 
institutions forced to close  
in 1951 

1884: Arrival of frst missionary 
nurse (American) 

1888: Arrival of frst Canadian 
missionary nurse 

1914: First Nurses Association of 
China conference; nurses have 
title hushi (“caring scholar”) 

1920: PUMC opens frst university-
level nursing program 

1926: 112 schools have registered 
with NAC 

1928: Appointment of frst Chinese 
president and secretary of 
NAC 

1930: NAC headquarters moved to 
Nanjing 

1937: NAC leaders withdraw to 
wartime capital in Chongqing, 
Sichuan; PUMC School of 
Nursing migrates to Sichuan, 
hosted by the West China 
Union University in Chengdu 

1910–11: Manchurian plague 
1911: Overthrow of Qing Dynasty; 
1912: Establishment of Republic of

China 

1927: Great missionary exodus; 
Nationalist army takeover of 
China, with government 
established in Nanjing 

1928: Establishment of Ministry of
Health, Ministry of Education 
in Nanjing 

1937: Outbreak of War of Resistance 
against Japan; wartime capital 
set up in Sichuan 

1945: Outbreak of civil war 
1949: Mao Zedong comes to power 
1952: Remaining missionaries depart 

China 
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president. Second, the Manchurian plague (1910–11) swept through 
China and received a multinational medical response. That same year, 
the China Medical Commission (a committee of the Christian Medical 
Association of China) became interested in the state of the missionary 
hospitals, and discovered that there were only 140 trained nurses in all of 
China, and that only half of the hospitals in China had a nurse.16 Cora E. 
Simpson, who headed up a nurses’ training school in Fuzhou, toured 
missionary hospitals in China and observed their lack of sufcient staf to 
care for patients.17 Urging a more systematic approach to nurses’ train-
ing in China, Simpson helped to move the NAC, established in 1909, to 
take a more active role. Holding its frst annual meeting in 1914, the NAC 
introduced the word hushi (“caring scholar”) to represent the title of 
nurse and called on all nurses’ training schools to register with the NAC 
and all graduates to hold the title hushi. Four missionary hospital schools 
registered. The curriculum laid out by the NAC recommended a pro-
gram of study of three years. By 1920, 52 training schools had registered; 
by 1926 there were 112.18 

By the time the Peking Union Medical College School of Nursing 
opened in 1920, nursing had already been established as an acceptable 
profession for young women in China. As an elite university, however, 
the PUMC raised the attractiveness of nursing education even further by 
appealing to families seeking opportunity for their daughters to enhance 
their social status. Applications were competitive. Prospective PUMC 
students not only had to meet university entrance standards, but they 
also had to be profcient in English. While this narrowed the pool of pro-
spective applicants considerably, it also allowed the PUMC to attract stu-
dents from upper-class families. Unlike schools who attracted students as 
a way to raise the students’ social status, PUMC desired students who 
came with a high social status. 

The nationalization stage of modern nursing history in China, from 
1927 to 1937, was characterized by Chinese nurse leaders stepping into 
administrative and teaching roles previously held by missionaries. 
Although the years 1925 to 1927 were characterized by rising nationalism 
and related anti-Christian movements (culminating in the great mission-
ary exodus of 1927, during which 8,300 missionaries fed their mission 
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stations), the decade thereafter was a period of relative peace, when the 
fedgling Nationalist government ruled from Nanjing. The NAC confer-
ence in Shanghai in 1930 recorded a Chinese attendance of 2,000, which 
was tenfold that of Western nurses.19 During this period, the Ministry of 
Health became interested in the promotion of public health. By 1935, 
China reported 217 nursing schools – one national, ten provincial, and 
206 private.20 However, the “curriculum was made up to suit the need 
and convenience of hospitals, and students were brought in as cheap 
labor to work in the wards.”21 To redress the situation, the Nationalist 
government’s Commission on Medical Education put together ten six- to 
nine-month fellowships for teacher training and practical experience at 
the PUMC School of Nursing. By 1936, the NAC recognized over 6,000 
registered nurses, very few of whom were foreign. 

The fourth stage, fragmentation (1937–51), which started with the 
Japanese occupation, was characterized by chaos, wartime trauma, and 
displacement of both nurses and patients. The nursing profession and 
higher education sufered severely during the eight-year War of 
Resistance against Japan. Most of the mission hospitals were in East 
China and soon found themselves within the Japanese occupied areas.22 
A mass migration of educational institutions to the relative safety of West 
China did not generally include private schools, most of which lacked the 
independent means or leadership to withdraw to Free China. As we have 
seen, even the PUMC School of Nursing did not relocate until 1943. Some 
of the NAC leadership remained in Nanjing under Japanese surveillance, 
while others withdrew to Free China’s wartime capital of Chongqing, in 
Sichuan. As John Watt notes, “during this period nursing established it-
self as not only a woman’s calling but an activity requiring professional 
competence.”23 Nursing Shifts in Sichuan takes place during this fourth 
stage, which ended with the expulsion of Westerners and the closure of 
collegiate nursing schools, including the PUMC and WCUU, in 1951. 

Refugee PUMC: Colliding Cultures 

The PUMC School of Nursing’s period of refuge at the WCUU from 
1943 to 1946 was a landmark in Chinese nursing history. These years also 
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mark a pivotal time in the career of Vera Nieh. Celebrated as PUMC’s 
frst Chinese dean of nursing, Vera Nieh was a PUMC alumnus and a 
Rockefeller fellow. She was a model of the type of graduate the Rocke-
feller Foundation’s China Medical Board (CMB) envisioned when it 
started a nursing program at the PUMC in 1920. Vera Nieh was well 
educated, having attended the Keen Anglo-Chinese girls mission school 
in Tianjin, the PUMC in Beijing, the University of Toronto, Columbia 
University, and the University of Michigan. By the time Vera Nieh took 
the helm of PUMC in 1940, she had secured a spot in a tightknit, inter-
national network of nursing’s elite, with a well-trodden path between 
Chinese and Western circles. Evacuating Beijing in 1943 after the Japan-
ese takeover of the PUMC campus, she came to West China with ad-
ministrative, educational, and wartime experience. Once there, she was 
given a clear mandate by the CMB: to reopen the PUMC School of 
Nursing on the WCUU campus in Chengdu. This meant creating a space 
for university-level nursing education in a setting established and long 
occupied by nurses from the Canadian West China Mission (WCM) and 
their “low-grade” nurses’ training. 

Vera Nieh wasted no time. The refugee PUMC took in its frst class of 
frst-year students in 1943, adding a new cohort of students each year 
after that. When the PUMC nursing faculty and all of its students fol-
lowed Nieh back to Beijing in 1946, the WCUU opened its own bacca-
laureate program for nurses. The program ran under the leadership of 
Canadian missionary nurse Cora Kilborn until she evacuated to Canada 
in 1950. 

Were it not for the Japanese takeover of the PUMC in 1941, it is highly 
unlikely that nurses from the Canadian WCM and the PUMC would 
have crossed paths. Although both groups played signifcant roles in the 
establishment of nursing in China, they were separated geographically 
and by national, ethnic, religious, and class diferences that were deeply 
ingrained, making each group wary of the other. Their coming together 
was a collision of disparate worlds of nursing, representing difering 
priorities and practices. The WCM and PUMC nursing schools opened 
within fve years of each other – the WCM in 1915, the PUMC in 1920.24 
A key diference between them was that Canadian missionaries had been 
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in West China for almost three decades before the frst nursing school 
was opened there in 1915. Nursing at the WCM was, and remained, an 
extension of medical mission priorities: the primary purpose of nurses’ 
training was to staf mission hospitals. In contrast, the PUMC aimed to 
develop nursing leaders. It emphasized university-level preparation of 
nursing leaders in administration, education, and public health, and of-
fered a baccalaureate degree. Its incoming students were older than at 
the WCM (eighteen-year-old university students as opposed to ffteen-
year-old junior middle school graduates) and had been taught in English. 
Furthermore, PUMC alumnae, armed with a degree and English fu-
ency, were well positioned to (and did) pursue master’s degrees from 
leading institutions in the United States. PUMC graduates had oppor-
tunities that WCM graduates could only dream of. 

Despite the eagerness with which the West China missionaries re-
ceived the PUMC refugees, it became quickly apparent that the PUMC 
personnel were less interested in a partnership than in a physical space in 
which they could re-establish their own programs. Although the WCM 
(Renji) program was ofcially an “afliate” of the PUMC program and 
shared clinical teaching space at the University Hospital, the two pro-
grams ran independently of each other. Vera Nieh had little appetite to 
adapt or improve the Renji program. Rather, she sought to build the 
PUMC program on a new foundation, accepting a fresh group of in-
coming students in 1943. Her vision to recreate the PUMC in West China 
was met with resistance both within the West China Mission and, per-
haps more surprisingly, in the China Medical Board itself. Power strug-
gles became virulent in West China, where, as Nicole Elizabeth Barnes 
puts it, Nieh experienced a “stunning degree of sexism.”25 Her superi-
ors characterized her as aggressive and psychologically unstable, and 
schemed for her resignation. They were not successful. 

While physicians and others with positional power tried to force Vera 
Nieh from her job as dean in the early 1940s, students and others without 
traditional power tried to force Cora Kilborn from hers a few years 
later, in 1950. That year, Kilborn, a China-born missionary nurse from 
a highly respected missionary family, experienced an uprising among 
her students, who characterized her as inept and controlling. To make 
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matters worse, a PUMC alumnus working at the WCUU slapped Kilborn 
in the face during a disagreement – something that was unthinkable, and 
astounds even today. Given her family background and position as a 
dean of nursing, both Chinese and nursing norms dictated that Kilborn 
be shown the utmost respect. This slap signalled – and symbolized – the 
end to Western infuence in Chinese nursing at the WCUU. Kilborn de-
parted China shortly afterward, having given twenty-four years of mis-
sionary service to Chengdu. 

The presence of PUMC nurses in wartime Sichuan helped to unsettle 
nursing as understood and taught by missionary nurses there. For mis-
sionary nurses, nursing was an opportunity to sooth the sufering of 
strangers – a social imperative rooted in Christ’s mandate to his follow-
ers to care for the poor and sick. Nursing education emphasized a virtu-
ous character and altruistic service to God and others. While this view 
aligned well with Florence Nightingale ’s model, it was slow to catch up 
to scientifc advances and the promise of public health embraced by the 
founders of the PUMC. For PUMC nurses, nursing was a scientifcally 
based means toward a population-based end: a healthy citizenry. Their 
view of nursing was inspired by fndings from the 1923 Goldmark Report, 
a comprehensive survey of nursing in the United States by the Rockefeller 
Foundation’s Committee for the Study of Nursing Education.26 The re-
port proved crucial in determining Rockefeller Foundation health pri-
orities and decisions, which, in turn, were taken up by the PUMC. The 
view of public health as an avenue to strengthen the citizenry became 
particularly relevant during China’s War of Resistance against Japan. It 
aligned well with an emerging view of nursing in West China as a patri-
otic – and not simply altruistic – practice. By healing and strengthening 
the citizenry, Chinese nurses could help liberate China from foreign (most 
urgently Japanese, but also Western) occupation and infuence. In this 
way, the presence of the PUMC in West China unsettled local notions of 
what it meant to be nurses. By the time the Japanese occupation ended, 
Chinese nursing students in Chengdu were no longer satisfed with 
Western nursing as previously taught and practised. For the frst time, 
nursing students began to voice strong opinions and agitate for change. 
After sixty years, nursing in West China was coming into its own. 
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Sources: Accessing Multiple Perspectives 

Nursing Shifts in Sichuan is based on a wide range of material obtained 
from personal collections and visits to archives across four countries over 
an eight-year period. Archives included the Rockefeller Archive Center 
(New York), the PUMC Archives (Beijing), Bedford College Archives 
(London, UK), United Church of Canada Archives (Toronto), and Uni-
versity of Manitoba Archives (Winnipeg). The personal collections were 
primarily from missionary relatives with whom I worked on earlier stud-
ies of the United Church of Canada North China Mission in Henan; 
some of the material overlapped with or was otherwise relevant to this 
study of United Church of Canada WCM in Sichuan. Sources include 
institutional committee minutes and correspondence, telegrams, conf-
dential memos, personal letters, photos, self-published memoirs, and un-
published interview transcripts and audio recordings. They also include 
books written by missionaries and others working and living in China, 
many of which I have collected via rare book collections and bookstores 
over the years. 

For the past several years, historians of nursing have favoured a critical 
approach to historical analysis, one that uses constructs of identity (race, 
gender, class) as a lens through which to understand how power im-
balances have shaped nursing work. Analysis has long shifted away from 
a focus on the “grand dames” of nursing. Instead, nursing history has 
moved “from an era of heroic biography to an era more interested in the 
archeology of humbler lives,” making work on the ordinary daily lives of 
subjects more possible and desirable.27 At frst glance, a book like Nursing 
Shifts in Sichuan that foregrounds an elite institution may seem to risk los-
ing historians’ calls to focus on ordinary women and the lives of lesser-
known fgures.28 However, despite the notoriety of the Rockefellers and 
the disproportionate privilege held by those associated with the PUMC, 
it is really the deans of nursing who emerge as the actors with both the 
most prestige and the most conficted relations. Gertrude Hodgman 
(PUMC dean of nursing, 1930–40), Vera Nieh, and Cora Kilborn were 
constantly embroiled in power struggles, particularly in relation to their 
relatively low status within their respective organizations – as women 
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(versus men), nurses (versus physicians), and, in the case of Vera Nieh, 
Chinese (versus Western). 

This study focuses on the transition in modern nursing from Canadian 
and American actors to Chinese ones at two distict institutions, the 
PUMC and WCUU. Primary sources reviewed include institutional 
documents from these two institutions, as well as personal correspond-
ence, memoirs, and interview transcripts of nursing educators, students, 
alumnae, and administrators who worked or studied at either (or both) of 
them. Although most of the primary sources originate in China, they 
were almost exclusively written in English. At the PUMC, this could 
have been because the nursing programs were taught in English and all 
Chinese students and educators were required to be fuent in English. At 
the WCUU, nursing programs were taught in Chinese, but correspond-
ence was generally geared to other English-speaking missionaries or 
family members. In any case, nursing educators and administrators – be 
they Chinese, Canadian, or American – were expected to be bilingual. 
Even during the wartime years, when the PUMC was stafed entirely by 
Chinese, internal records were in English. What this underscores is an 
understanding of modern nursing in China as a transnational project as 
much as a national one. Nursing Shifts in Sichuan, then, is less a study of 
Chinese nursing per se than a study of nursing as a global phenom-
enon. If the use of English in the early years was colonial residue, its 
persistence during wartime points to its currency for these particular 
Chinese nurses who wished to be, or remain, part of the global nursing 
community. 

As a historian of nursing, I approach this work with an awareness 
of my own subjectivity. In this, I draw on the work of Pamela Sugiman 
who, in her study of interned Japanese Canadians in Canada, noted how 
her own identity as a third-generation Japanese Canadian whose par-
ents were interned in British Columbia in the Second World War infu-
enced her work.29 Situating herself as a co-constructor of the narrative, 
Sugiman recognized the need to consider her own motivations and needs 
alongside those of her subjects. Similarly, I recognize that my own ex-
periences and perspectives as a former dean of nursing at a private, faith-
based university necessarily infuences my work. I have been writing 
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about nursing history in China for many years now, having started by 
researching Canadian missionary nurses in Henan,30 branching out to 
missionary nurses who were interned under the Japanese in China,31 and 
then to broader, co-authored studies of nursing as a whole in China, in-
cluding at Qilu and the PUMC.32 In the last few years, however, I have 
been working as a university administrator, including as a dean of nurs-
ing, and my administrative insights inevitably infuence my reading of 
the materials. For example, I am sensitive to, and surprised by, how little 
has changed in terms of gendered and other power diferences in nursing 
– particularly a view that nursing (still predominantly a female profes-
sion) does not require (or deserve) advanced education. As a regular 
writer and reader of committee minutes, I am also sensitive to evidence 
of committee members’ subversive attempts to circumvent, leverage, or 
disrupt decisions they disagree with – for nurses, this usually means de-
cisions they believed would be harmful to nursing. And, as the former 
dean of the only private Christian nursing program in Canada, I am sensi-
tive to ways in which missionaries positioned themselves in relation to 
the PUMC and vice versa: whereas missionaries viewed themselves as 
virtuous carriers of Christian culture, PUMC members viewed mission-
aries as well-intentioned but insulated remnants of a bygone era. Finding 
myself cheering for the underdogs in this story, I also fnd it sobering 
that, in the face of the tidal wave of socio-political change headed their 
way, nurses in China had little control over the destiny of modern nurs-
ing there. 

Overview of Chapters 

This book is divided into two parts, roughly before and after the 1942 
closure of the PUMC. Part 1 (Chapters 1–4) examines the contexts of 
nursing at the WCM and the PUMC that helped shaped the values, be-
liefs, and identities of nurses at both places. Nurses took up the mantle of 
their respective institutions, embodying the ideal that advancing nursing 
was core to a nation’s development and progress. Whereas Canadian 
missionaries were inspired by religious ideals, American nurses were 
motivated by the idea of a well-funded educational experiment in which 
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to test new ideals. In both cases, wartime interrupted and reshaped the 
way these ideals were transferred and taken up by their Chinese proté-
gées. Part 2 (Chapters 5–8) explores the nature and impact of bringing 
two worlds of nursing together as the refugee PUMC entered a space 
that had been occupied by Canadian missionaries since the 1890s. 

The story of nursing in China, like the story of missionaries in China, 
is one of “repeated disturbances and wars, with repeated withdrawals 
and returns” of Western nurses.33 To capture what living on the edge of 
evacuation meant not only to Westerners, but also to Chinese nurses, this 
book is organized into eight thematic chapters that overlap somewhat 
chronologically. Chapter 1 (1914–33) sets the stage. It examines the early 
infuence of missionary nurses on professional nursing development in 
China, introduces the WCM and its most signifcant family, the Kilborns. 
It provides a historical context for the PUMC and discusses the signif-
cance of the Goldmark Report in shaping the PUMC’s unusual emphasis 
on public health and baccalaureate education. It also introduces the 
PUMC’s most recognized alumnus, Vera Nieh, and analyses early con-
troversies at the Beijing Health Station that foreshadowed conficts to 
come. Chapter 2 (1932–40) focuses on the PUMC and Chinese nursing, 
examining the impact of the Japanese invasion and the Nationalist gov-
ernment’s requirement of Chinese leadership at the helm of all organ-
izations. It includes analyses of the shift in leadership at the Nurses 
Association of China and Vera Nieh’s uneven path to the deanship of the 
PUMC School of Nursing. Chapter 3 (1936–40) focuses on Canadian 
missionary nursing at the WCM, considering how nursing’s social iden-
tity shifted as nurses responded to war-related phenomena such as the 
mass migration to West China, relentless air raids, and diminishing re-
sources. It also discusses how these factors – coupled with the destruc-
tion of the WCM Women’s Hospital and consular calls for the evacuation 
of missionaries from China – contributed to the erosion of Canadian 
missionary nursing across China. Chapter 4 (1940–42) analyses the dev-
astating impact of Pearl Harbor on PUMC and WCM nursing. The attack 
resulted in the Allies, including the United States and Canada, declaring 
war against Japan, triggering the immediate arrest and internment of 
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Westerners in Japanese-occupied territory and the dramatic takeover 
(and, ultimately, closure) of the PUMC. 

Part 2 begins with Chapter 5 (1943–45), which examines the migration 
of PUMC nursing faculty to Sichuan and the political manoeuvring be-
tween groups keen to host the elite school. It describes the early days of 
the refugee PUMC while also tracking the denouement of Canadian mis-
sionary nurses and their traditional forms of nursing education. Chapter 
6 (1943–46) examines escalating clashes between Dean Vera Nieh and 
virtually every male administrator in her reach, largely due to her in-
sistence on standards and structures similar to those in Beijing. It analy-
ses the resultant relentless (yet ultimately unsuccessful) schemes to force 
her resignation, and considers how gender, race, class, nationality, and 
other social constructs fgured in the conficts. Chapter 7 (1946–49) ex-
plores the return of Canadian missionary nurses to China and of PUMC 
nurses to Beijing, and the residual controversies and opportunities 
sparked by both. It also examines the WCUU’s attempted shift from 
lower-grade to university-level nursing education in 1946, a change cata-
lyzed by and modelled after the refugee PUMC but fraught with contro-
versy once the PUMC departed. It explores the growing rift between 
missionaries and Chinese nursing students and staf, drawing on inter-
views of nursing alumnae to analyse shifting postwar allegiances and 
expectations. Chapter 8 (1949–51) examines the shift in understanding 
nursing as an expression of altruism to one of patriotism, exploring how 
the rising tide of Communism both supported and threatened nursing as 
a patriotic act. It traces the last days of modern nursing at the PUMC and 
the WCUU, describing how at the very moment that Chinese nurses 
were coming into their own – separating out Chinese from Western 
ideals while also selecting which Western practices and relationships 
furthered their ideals – the Communist government was fnding ways to 
purge Western infuences from China. It describes the Communist take-
over of the PUMC and the WCUU in 1951 and their subsequent shut-
down, and includes a postscript of what has happened in the intervening 
years. The Conclusion highlights salient themes and new insights, as-
serting that the departure of Western nurses and the parallel dissolution 
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of modern nursing was as inevitable as it was painful. Western nurses 
always asserted that their aim was to eventually turn nursing over com-
pletely to their Chinese protégées. They did not envision that the un-
settled years of Japanese occupation would give way to their abrupt 
departure, and the complete eradication of higher education for nurses 
in China – that is, eradication of the outcome that they had been most 
proud of. 
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